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 GROUND SAFETY POLICY  
 
TURNSTILES/ENTRY GATES 
All Turnstiles/Gates will remain open until the crowd has dispersed at the end of a match. 
Padlocks will be removed by the Turnstile Operators prior to the game starting and remain on bolt until 30 minutes 
from the end of the game when the gates are opened 
  
MAIN GATE 
This gate is used to vacate the ground after the match and to be used in an emergency. It is the access point should 
an ambulance be required at any time during a match. There is no bolt on the gate - it can be opened from the inside 
always. 
  
ASSEMBLY POINTS 
In the event of a fire or other incident there are 4 Assembly Points – one at each corner of the ground.  
  
SNACK BAR 
Should a fire break or other incident occur in the Tea Hut, supporters on that side of the ground should move to the 
Assembly Area at the North Side of the ground. 
  
COVERED ENCLOSURE 
There are signs which go out on match days pointing to the Emergency Assembly Areas. 
   
CLUB HOUSE 
If there is a fire then they MUST evacuate the building quickly by the 2 fire exits or the main entrance door and 
safely move out to the Assembly Points or the Football Pitch 
 
FIRST AID ROOM 
If there is a fire then they MUST evacuate the building quickly through the entrance door and safely move out to the 
Assembly Points or the Football Pitch 
 
DRESSING ROOM AREA 
Should a fire begin in the Dressing Room all Players and Officials from both teams MUST evacuate the building 
through either of the entrance door at the front or Fire Exit at the back. Then move out to the Football Pitch or the 
Assembly Areas. If possible the Kit Man would check both dressing rooms and the Referees Room and then it is the 
responsibility of both Managers to check their numbers to ensure that everyone is out of the building.   A designated 
committee member (Fire Warden) if possible ensures that the Toilets, Wash Room and Managers Room are 
cleared. 
  
ANNOUNCER 
Prior to the start of every game the Announcer as well as announcing the teams asks the Spectators the following: 

• In the event of a fire, accident etc ask them to ensure that they are aware of the 4 Emergency Evacuation 
Areas 

• Ensure that they are aware of the nearest one to them 
• When the horn sounds go immediately to the safest Emergency Evacuation Area. 
• On arrival at the Safety Area await further instructions 
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